Topics covered in annual liver pathology update meetings.
Each year the meeting includes





a summary of items of interest to pathologists from the AASLD meeting – Rob Goldin.
The International Liver Study Group (‘Gnomes’) meets annually to discuss an area of liver
pathology; a summary of these meetings provided by one of the Gnomes (usually Stefan
Hubscher) is included in the annual update meeting.
The cases from the two circulations of the Liver EQA Scheme are presented and discussed,
and the scoring arrangements agreed at the update meeting.

In addition, most of the lectures are available on the website, listed here :
2017:

Drug Induced Liver Injury – Philip Kaye
Liver disease affecting children and teenagers – Rachel Brown
Gnomes meeting topic: vascular pathology

2016:

Pathology of acute liver failure – Alberto Quaglia
New insights into fatty liver disease – Rob Goldin
Role of liver biopsy in assessing severity in chronic hepatitis – Asha Dube
Gnomes meeting topic: patterns of acute liver injury

2015:

Liver biopsy in systemic disease – Chris Bellamy
Alcoholic hepatitis – what did we learn from Stopah – Rob oldin
What’s Hot in liver pathology 2015 – Dina Tiniakos
Gnomes meeting topic: acute hepatitis and acute liver failure
Liver biopsy audit template for clinicopathological correlation – Richard Colling

2014:

Update on hepatitis E – Chris Bellamy
What’s hot in liver pathology in 2014 – Dina Tiniakos
Assessing liver biopsies with more than one diagnosis – Sue Davies
Gnomes meeting topic: well differentiated hepatocellular neoplasms arising in non-cirrhotic liver

2013:

Benign hepatocellular lesions – Chris Bellamy
Gnomes topic – pathological assessment in HCC/HepaLumps down under
– Stefan Hubscher and Alastair Burt.

2012:

Update in NAFLD – Stefan Hubscher
Royal College of Radiologists – UK wide liver biopsy audit - Tony Nicholson
Liver transplant pathology for the non-specialist – Sue Davies
Gnomes meeting topic: sinusoidal lesions again

2011:

Role of liver biopsy in AIH, PBC and PS – Stefan Hubscher
Gnomes meeting topic: sinusoidal lesions

2010:

early HCC – pathology and diagnosis – Alastair Burt
Non-cirrhotic portal hypertension and incomplete septal cirrhosis – Stefan Hubscher
Cholangiocarcinoma – Judy Wyatt
Gnomes meeting topic: biliary mass lesions.
Liver cell adenomas – Alberto Quaglia
Literature update – medical lier dsieases – Chris Bellamy

2009:

Hepatitis B and D – Paul Dhillon
Hepatitis C – Judy Wyatt
Other viral infections of the liver – Chris Bellamy
PBC and its variants – Bernard Portmann
Biliary infections – Alberto Quaglia
Post liver transplant infections – Stefan Hubscher
Liver in HIV – Rob Goldin
Autoimmune hepatitis – Alastair Burt
Bacterial and parasitic infection – Sebastian Lucas
Liver in systemic inflammatory diseases – Adrian Bateman.

